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CT Technique and Visual Score

Computed tomography (CT) scans were acquired using multi-detector CT scanners (at least 16 detector channels). Volumetric CT acquisitions were obtained both on full inspiration (200mAs), and at the end of normal expiration (50 mAs). Image reconstruction utilized sub-millimeter slice thickness, with high-spatial, smooth and edge-enhancing algorithms. Details on CT techniques are found elsewhere.

Standard definitions for several COPD-related abnormalities were provided from the Fleischner Society Glossary of terms for thoracic imaging. During a training session, illustrations of all findings on the standardized score sheet were presented in the form of a slide presentation, standard images for scoring each parameter, including CLE and PLE, were provided to each participant for reference during the scoring of cases. Reviewers were divided into 5 groups, and each group read 59-60 scans. Thus, each scan was scored by 9-11 observers.

The readers were blinded to the clinical category of the study subject.

Quantitative CT Analysis

RVC -856 to −950 HU is calculated using the formula: expiratory relative lung volume -856 to -950 HU – inspiratory relative lung volume -856 to -950 HU. To calculate %RVC -856 to −950, the relative lung volume -856 HU to -950 HU is defined as the volume of voxels with attenuation values between -856 to -950 HU divided by the volume of voxels with the attenuation values above -950 HU. Since the percentage of pixels at the attenuation value between -856 and -950 HU on expiratory CT is lower than that on inspiratory CT, %RVC -856 to −950 is usually negative. However, as gas trapping increases, the relative volume of limited lung with attenuation values between –856 and –950 HU increases more on expiration, resulting in less negative values for this parameter.
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